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Abstract

This thesis will look at two models that price European basket options consistently

with the observed market smile. In the setting of the FX market basket options offer

protection against drops in currencies and they are considerably cheaper than the sum

of individual call options. Due to the obvious benefits of basket options an accurate

method of valuation is needed in order to be able to price these options. Currently

there does not exist a way to accurately price a basket option and many of the available

approximations assume constant volatility. This assumption which is known to be

untrue is the underlying reason behind developing smile consistent models. The first

model addressed in this thesis is Monte Carlo simulation with local volatility. Monte

Carlo simulation is often neglected due to it being too computationally heavy thus we

investigate the use of the GPU to reduce timing costs. The second model proposed

in this thesis is that of an Edgeworth series expansion of the true distribution around

that of an approximating distribution. The model is then calibrated to the market

smile in order to capture its effects on the valuation. The suggested models appear to

provide superior pricing methods over many existing methods. They are also shown

to accurately recover the market volatility surface.

1 Introduction

1.1 Background

A basket option is a multidimensional derivative whose payoff is dependent on the value

of a weighted sum of the underlying assets. Basket options have an important role in the

FX market in particular as they offer protection against drops in all the currencies at the

same time. They also provide a cheaper alternative to buying individual options on each

currency to hedge against risk as not only is the basket option cheaper than the sum of
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the individual options but the transaction costs are greatly lowered when one only buys

a single option rather than multiple options. One of the reasons why a basket option is

cheaper than buying N individual call options is that a basket option benefits from the

effects of correlation whereas a portfolio consisting of N call options would not.

It is for these reasons that basket options are attractive products to trade and therefore

there is a real need in the financial industry for reliable pricing methods which are able to

take into account all the beneficial characteristics of a basket option such as the correlation

effect. Another factor that any suitable pricing model must take into account is the smile

effect which is contrary to the Black-Scholes assumption of constant volatility. In fact we

observe volatilities that vary over maturity time and strike price and thus any model must

be able to accurately price an option over the whole time-strike space.

1.2 Literature Review

Unlike plain options where closed form solutions are readily available, pricing basket op-

tions can be extremely problematic. This is due in part to the potentially large number

of assets in the basket which renders most traditional methods such as partial differential

equations or tree methods too slow for an accurate approximation. Black and Scholes

(1973) provide a model to price European vanilla options and this work was then ex-

tended to the FX market by Garman and Kohlhagen (1983). The Black-Scholes model

relies on several assumptions which lead to difficulties when pricing basket options. The

first assumption is that the stock price process is lognormal which does not apply to basket

options as the sum of lognormal processes is no longer a lognormal process. In order to

tackle this problem there have been several non-smile consistent approximations in the

literature which approximate the basket’s distribution to a more tractable distribution via

moment matching such as Levy’s (1992) lognormal approximation, Milevsky and Posner’s

(1998) reciprocal gamma approximation and Ju’s (2002) Taylor expansion approximation.

However these approximations do not replicate the market smile and are only applicable

in the case of strictly positive weights. In order to match the market smile there have

been a number of proposed approximations such as Beisser’s (1999) conditional expecta-

tion approximation, Gentle’s (1993) approximation by geometric average, Avellaneda et al.

(2001) provide the Weighted Monte Carlo method and Brigo and Mercurio (2000) develop

the lognormal-mixture model and finally Xu and Zheng (2010) consider the valuation of

basket options with a local volatility jump diffusion model. The main drawbacks of these

models is that they are ill-equipped to deal with baskets featuring a large number of un-
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derlyings due to the amount of compute needed thus rendering them unusable. Therefore

we turn our attention to the original work of Jarrow and Rudd (1982) who propose a way

to price European options by means of an Edgeworth series expansion of the true distri-

bution about an approximating distribution. This work was followed by Huynh (1994)

who extends the original model to the pricing of basket options. Corrado and Su (1996)

provide empirical tests that aim to prove that when calibrated to the market the Jarrow

and Rudd model accurately reproduces the observed smile. Dionne et al. (2011) show

that Huynh’s extension to basket options provides a superior approximation over various

other readily available analytical approximations.

1.3 Outline

In the work that proceeds I will provide two reliable and accurate models to price basket

options that replicate the market smile. The first being a Monte Carlo simulation with

local volatility executed on the GPU. Due to the lack of appropriate pricing techniques the

second model proposed, an Edgeworth series expansion, will be compared to the Monte

Carlo simulation. After giving a brief introduction to the problem, I will give details on

constructing the volatility surface in the setting of the FX market. I will then describe

both of the models and their respective implementations, highlighting the use of NAG

software to aid the computational aspects of this thesis. The final part of this work will

analyse empirical tests of the proposed models and its advantages and disadvantages over

other pricing techniques.

2 Basket Options

The basket is made up of a weighted sum of N underlying assets. Denoting the basket

value at time t as Bt the value of the basket is

Bt �
Ņ

i�1
wiS

piq
t

where each underlying, Spiqt , follows geometric Brownian motion and wi refers to the

weight attributed to the ith underlying. Let Fi denote the forward value of each individual

underlying given by

Fi � S
piq
0 eprd�rpiqf

qT

Here rd denotes the domestic risk free rate and rpiqf the ith foreign risk free rate. It follows

that the forward value, F , of the basket is
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F �
Ņ

i�1
wiFi

2.1 Payoff

The payoff of a basket option is defined as

VBSKTpTq � pφp
Ņ

i�1
wiS

piq
T �Kqq�

The weights can either be positive or negative. φ equals 1 or -1 depending on whether it

is a basket call option or a basket put option.

2.2 Moments

The kth moment of a lognormal random variable X with mean µ and variance σ2 is given

by

ErXks � ekµ�
1
2k

2σ2

by using this formula and with the knowledge that the product of lognormal random

variables is itself a lognormal random variable one can show that the first four raw moments

of the basket are given by

µ1 �
Ņ

i

wiFi

µ2 �
Ņ

i,j

wiwjFiFje
ρijσiσjT

µ3 �
Ņ

i,j,k

wiwjwkFiFjFke
ρijσiσjT�ρikσiσkT�ρjkσjσkT

µ4 �
Ņ

i,j,k,l

wiwjwkwlFiFjFkFle
ρijσiσjT�ρikσiσkT�ρilσiσlT�ρjkσjσk��ρjlσjσl�ρklσkσl

The kth central moment of a random variable X is defined as

µ
1

k � ErpX � ErXsqks

hence the first central moments of the basket are defined as

µ
1

2 � µ2 � µ2
1

µ
1

3 � µ3 � 3µ1µ2 � 2µ3
1

µ
1

4 � µ4 � 4µ1µ3 � 6µ2
1µ2 � 3µ4

1

where µi is defined as above.
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3 Constructing the volatility surface

3.1 Introduction

The volatility smile arises from the fact that options with differing strikes and maturities

have different implied volatilities and this must be taken into account to ensure accurate

prices. The implied volatility can either be obtained by inverting the Black-Scholes pricing

formula if a market price is readily available such that

VBSpσimp,K, T q � VMKT pK,T q � 0

where VMKT is the market price of the option. However this is not always possible espe-

cially when dealing with exotic options where market prices may not be available. Thus

in order to tackle this problem we need to be able to construct a volatility smile from the

data that is visible from the market. The FX market gives the volatilities corresponding

to 5 different delta types. Notably throughout this thesis we will assume that the fol-

lowing implied volatilities are available: the at-the-money (ATM) volatility, the 25-delta

butterfly (BF25), the 10-delta butterfly (BF10), the 25-delta risk reversal (RR25) and the

10-delta risk reversal (RR10). We use these volatilities as pillars from which we are able

to construct a complete volatility smile for any given maturity. The FX market has its

own unique quoting styles and conventions and for an in-depth discussion on delta types

and the FX market please refer to Clark (2011). It must be noted that there are four

possible deltas quoted on the FX market and in order to be able to transfer the volatility

surface from the delta space to the strike space we need to know which one is in use. The

deltas are as follows: the pips spot delta, the percentage spot delta, the pips forward delta

and the percentage forward delta. The first thing we must decide on is whether or not

premium adjustment needs to be taken into account and then whether we need to use the

spot delta or the forward delta. With regards to premium adjustment we need to deter-

mine which currency is the premium currency in the currency pair ccy1ccy2. Once this is

done there is a simple rule to follow: if ccy2 is the premium currency in the currency pair

then there is no need to apply premium adjustment and the pips delta is used. If not and

the premium currency is ccy1 then premium adjustment is applicable and the percentage

delta is used. Likewise for the spot delta, if the time to expiry is one year or less we use

the spot delta. If this is not the case then the forward delta is used.

3.2 From Deltas to Strikes

• Pips spot delta
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∆S;pips � BVd;pips
BS0

� e�rfTNpd1q

• Percentage spot delta

∆S;% � BV%f
BplnS0q

� K
S0
e�rdTNpd2q

• Pips forward delta

∆F ;pips� erdT
BVd;pips
BF0,T

� Npd1q

• Percentage forward delta

∆F ;% � erdT
BV%f

BplnF0,T q
� K

F0,T
Npd2q

By inverting the expressions for the pips spot delta and the pips forward delta we are able

to solve them explicitly for K. With regards to the expressions for the percentage forward

delta and the percentage spot delta we turn to root finding methods in order to retrieve

the value of K corresponding to a particular delta and time. In this thesis I have chosen

to implement Brent’s root finding algorithm1 due to its fast and reliable convergence.

3.3 The Basket’s Smile

There have been several attempts in the literature to characterize the implied volatility

of the basket however there is no clear definition. Avellaneda et al. (2002) provide details
1Routine c05auc in the NAG C Library
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of the state dependent volatility function of the basket however as this expression is state

dependent and thus depends on both the time and the individual stock prices a clear

interpretation of the function is not possible. Thus throughout this thesis the following

approximation of the basket volatility function will be used

σ2
B �

¸
i,j

wiwjρijσiσj (1)

Where σi refers to the implied volatility of the ith asset and ρij the correlation between

the ith and jth assets. In the context of the FX market the correlation between two assets

is easily retrieved. This is due to the fact that the cross currency instrument is also traded

on the market. For example if we wanted to work out the correlation between EURUSD

and USDJPY, then by also considering EURJPY we can compute the correlation without

having to resort to estimations based on historical market data.

4 Monte Carlo Simulation

Working in the Black-Scholes framework, we know that our N correlated assets are mod-

elled as follows

dSt � µStdt�ΣlocStdWt

where   dW
piq
t , dW

pjq
t ¡� ρijdt and Σloc is the local volatility matrix.

The solution for each individual asset can be expressed by

S
piq
t � S

piq
0 epµi� 1

2 pσloc
i q2qt�°n

j�1 Ωi,jW
pjq
t

where COVi,j � pΩΩT qi,j � ρijσ
loc
i σlocj .

Firstly by noting that Wt�Ws � Np0, t�sq for 0 ¤ s ¤ t, we discretise the solution using

the discrete Euler Scheme as

S
piq
ti�1 � S

piq
ti e

pµi� 1
2 pσloc

i q2q∆ti�
°n

j�1 Ωi,jZ
piq
?

∆ti

where ∆ti � ti�1 � ti and Zpiq � Np0, 1q.
This representation allows us to simulate a path for each individual asset at every n

timestep starting at t0 � 0 and ending at tn � T . In order to obtain Ωi,j we apply the

Cholesky Decomposition2 to the covariance matrix.

The benefit of including the local volatility function is that the price given will capture

the effects of the smile of each asset. Following the work of Dupire (1994) with the
2Routine f07fdc in the NAG C Library
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appropriate modifications given for the FX market let CBS pS,K, T, rf , rd, σq denote an

European call option with maturity T and strike K where σ refers to the implied volatility

of the underlying S. The price at t � 0 is given by

CBS pS,K, T, rf , rd, σq � Se�rfTNpd1q �Ke�rdTNpd2q (2)

and d1,2 are given by

d1,2 �
lnpS{Kq � prd � rf � 1

2σ
2qT

σ
?
T

(3)

where Npxq denotes the cumulative Normal distribution function. It can be shown that

the local volatility function is given by

σ2
locpK,T q �

σ2 � 2TσσT � 2prdT � rfT qKTσσK
p1�Kd1TσKq2 �K2TσpσKK � d1T pσKq2q (4)

Once the implied volatilities have been obtained in terms of strikes we can make use of

the local volatility function. It is often suggested in the literature that a finite-difference

scheme such as the Crank Nicolson scheme is appropriate for solving the local volatility

function. However the NAG C Library offers routines for evaluating the first derivative

of Hermite polynomials3 and the first three derivatives of cubic splines4 and it is these

functions that are used in the GPU implementation.

Shown below are two figures the first of which shows the implied volatility surface con-

structed for the currency pair EURUSD tSp1q0 � 1.26122, σp1qATM � 11.6%, σp1qRR � �2.3%,

σ
p1q
BF � 0.396% , rp1qf � 0.02%, rd � 0.03%u . The second figure shows the local volatility

function constructed for the currency pair.

Figure 1: Sample Implied Volatility Surface
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3Routine e01bgc in the NAG C Library
4Routine e02bcc in the NAG C Library
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Figure 2: Sample Local Volatility Surface
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Firstly we note that the local volatility surface is much rougher than the implied

volatility surface. Secondly as the derivation of the above formula relies heavily on no ar-

bitrage arguments should values of the local volatility tend to infinity this would imply the

presence of an arbitrage opportunity. We do in fact see cases of negative local volatilities

during the simulations and this is due to the fact we use market data which unfortunately

does not always guarantee an arbitrage free surface.

5 The Edgeworth series expansion

Knowing that the assumption of constant volatility is not true we follow the work of Jarrow

and Rudd (1982) who propose a new approach which uses the partial information known

about the underlying distribution, namely its moments, to approximate it to another al-

ternative distribution. They justify this approach by noting that the true distribution of

the underlying may be far too complex to be priced thus by approximating it by a more

tractable distribution we are then able to price the option with relative ease. The authors

derive the generalized Edgeworth series expansion of the true distribution in terms of the

alternative distribution for a European call option. They prove the following result for any

arbitrary distribution but show that the lognormal distribution is a logical and accurate

choice.

I will follow the work of Huynh (1994) who extended the work of Jarrow and Rudd to

the valuation of basket options using an Edgeworth series expansion. The author notes

that as the basket’s distribution function is analytically intractable we must turn to ap-

proximations although many are still unsuitable due to timing constraints and impractical

implementations. He also remarks that with the existence of cross correlations and volatil-
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ities in the FX market the basket’s moments are readily available and hence the Edgeworth

series expansion which only assumes knowledge of the true distribution’s moments is well

suited to the valuation of basket options. Huynh follows the choice of Jarrow and Rudd

that the alternative distribution should be taken to be lognormal.

5.1 The Derivation

We denote the true distribution by F and the alternative distribution by A and assume

the existence of continuous higher derivatives for both distributions. The centred and

non-centred moments of the distribution H, where H can refer to either F or A, are given

by

MipHq � ErXis � ³8
�8 x

ihpxqdx
µipHq � ErpX �M1qis �

³8
�8px�M1qihpxqdx

Denoting the ith cumulants of the distribution H by κipHq we observe the following rela-

tionship between the distribution’s moments and its first four cumulants

κ1pHq �M1pHq
κ2pHq � µ2pHq
κ3pHq � µ3pHq

κ4pHq � µ4pHq � 3µ2pHq2

From this we see that the first cumulant is the mean, the second the variance, the third a

measure of skewness and the fourth a measure of kurtosis. Referring to the moments as

given in Section 2.2 we then have the following non-centred moments for a basket option

M1 �
Ņ

i

wiFi

M2 �
Ņ

i,j

wiwjFiFje
ρijσiσjT

M3 �
Ņ

i,j,k

wiwjwkFiFjFke
ρijσiσjT�ρikσiσkT�ρjkσjσkT

M4 �
Ņ

i,j,k,l

wiwjwkwlFiFjFkFle
ρijσiσjT�ρikσiσkT�ρilσiσlT�ρjkσjσk��ρjlσjσl�ρklσkσl

which give us in turn the central moments

µ2 �M2 �M2
1
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µ3 �M3 � 3M1M2 � 2M3
1

µ4 �M4 � 4M1M3 � 6M2
1M2 � 3M4

1

Jarrow and Rudd firstly show that a generalized Edgeworth series expansion yields the

series expansion below for fpxq in terms of apxq where fpxq and apxq denote the probability
distribution functions of the distributions F and A respectively

fpxq � apxq � pκ2pF q � κ2pAqq
2!

d2apxq
dx2 � pκ3pF q � κ3pAqq

3!
d3apxq
dx3

� ppκ4pF q � κ4pAqq � 3pκ2pF q � κ2pAqq2q
4!

d4apxq
dx4 � εpxq (5)

where κ1pAq � κ1pF q. The final term εpxq refers to the residual error which the authors

show is negligible and therefore can be excluded from the formula. Now by considering

the present value of a basket call option we have

V BSKT p0q � e�rdTEQrpBT �Kq�s � e�rdT

» 8
�8

py �Kq�bpBT qdBT (6)

Replacing bpyq, the baskets density function under the risk-neutral measure, in (6) by

its expression given in terms of its series expansion in (5) gives

V BSKT p0q � e�rdT

» 8
�8

pBT �Kq�apBT qdBT

�e�rdT

» 8
�8

pBT �Kq� pκ2pF q � κ2pAqq
2!

d2apBT q
dB2

T

dBT

�e�rdT

» 8
�8

pBT �Kq� pκ3pF q � κ3pAqq
3!

d3apBT q
dB3

T

dBT

�e�rdT

» 8
�8

pBT �Kq� ppκ4pF q � κ4pAqq � 3pκ2pF q � κ2pAqq2q
4!

d4apBT q
dB4

T

dBT

Jarrow and Rudd state that the first term is an approximation of the option’s value and

the remaining terms offer the corrections for variance, skewness and kurtosis in respective

order.

As previously mentioned this approach gives us the value of the option where A is an

arbitrary distribution. Jarrow and Rudd’s approach focused on the lognormal distribution.

Corrado and Su (1997) perform empirical tests with the normal distribution and concluded
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that there was little difference between the choice of lognormal or normal distribution

as the alternative distribution. Other approximations have included the inverse gamma

distribution and the Johnson family distribution. I will follow the original approach by

Jarrow and Rudd and assume that the approximating distribution is lognormal. The

lognormal distribution is a function of two parameters the mean,M1pAq, and the variance,

µ2pAq which correspond to the first and second cumulants of A. By construction the

first cumulant of the approximating distribution is equal to the first cumulant of the

true distribution thus a choice must be made with regards to how to define the second

cumulant. The authors propose three different methods and I opt for the first method

which consists of equating the second cumulant of the lognormal distribution to that of

the true distribution such that κ2pAq � κ2pF q. In this case and alongside the choice of

the lognormal distribution (6) becomes

V BSKT
HUY NHp0q � V BSKT

LEV Y p0q
�e�rdT p

» 8
�8

pBT �Kq� pκ3pF q � κ3pAqq
3!

d3apBT q
dB3

T

dBT

�
» 8
�8

pBT �Kq� pκ4pF q � κ4pAqq
4!

d4apBT q
dB4

T

dBT q

Integration by parts and using the fact that for the lognormal distribution

lim
xÑ8x

napxq � 0 for n ¡ 0.

yields

V BSKT
HUY NHp0q � V BSKT

LEV Y p0q � e�rdT ppκ3pF q � κ3pAqq
3!

dapKq
dBt

� pκ4pF q � κ4pAqq
4!

d2apKq
dB2

t

q
(7)

where V BSKT
LEV Y refers to Levy’s lognormal approximation for basket options

V BSKT
LEV Y p0q � e�rdT pµ1Npd1q �KNpd2qq (8)

d1 � m�logpKq�v?
v

d2 � d1 �
?
v

m � 2 logM1 � 0.5 logM2

v � logM2 � 2 logM1

apxq � 1?
2π

1
x

1?
v
expp�1

2p lnpxq�m?
v

q2q
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6 Implementation

6.1 Monte Carlo Implementation on the GPU

When dealing with programming on the GPU there are a number of things that must be

considered opposed to programming on the CPU. Firstly the main thing that has to be

considered is the memory transfer from the CPU to the GPU. Although the volatility sur-

faces could be transferred to the GPU the timing costs would be greatly increased. More

importantly as the surfaces in the FX market are constructed from five pillars transferring

just this data does not result in a loss of information and allows for the cubic splines to

be stored directly into shared memory. Thus the first step was to transform the five delta

quotes given by the FX market into strike quotes noting the use of Brent’s root finding

algorithm5 when dealing with the percentage deltas. The market data used gave quotes

for 6 tenors ending with the 1 year maturity quotes. The next step was then to build

splines for each timestep needed in the Monte Carlo simulation this was done by fitting

cubic splines6 through the 5 quotes per tenor. Then monotonic Hermite polynomials7

were fitted in the time direction. This resulted in a spline being built for each timestep

used in the Monte Carlo simulation allowing the least amount of data transfer possible to

the GPU without loss of data. For quotes outside of the given strike range linear extrap-

olation was used. Then there remained the question of how to execute the simulations on

the GPU. Either they are performed by an outer loop over the time steps and an inner

loop over the path simulations or the other way around. Although from a timing point of

view the first technique would keep all the data on the chip thus minimizing data transfers

the second method was chosen in this thesis. The reason behind this choice is that the

amount of compute attached to evaluating the spline at each timestep far overshadows

any timing costs from data transfers and the second method allows for the spline to be

transferred only once for each time step. The splines for the FX market are relatively

small but should this method be extended to a market with a much larger data set such

as the Equity market the second method would be far more beneficial than the first.

Finally the Cholesky factorization8 is applied before any simulation. Effectively this de-

couples the assets from one another meaning that the model is massively parallel and

perfectly suited to execution on the GPU. The Normal random numbers are generated in
5Routine c05auc in the NAG C Library
6Routines e01bac and e02bbc in the NAG C Library
7Routines e01bec and e01bfc in the NAG C Library
8Routine f07fdc in the NAG C Library
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GPU memory using the MRG32k3a random number from the NAG Numerical Routines

for GPUs.

6.2 Edgeworth Series Expansion Implementation

Starting from equation (7) we wish to calibrate the model to the market smiles for each

asset. Note the model will have to be recalibrated for each tenor. This is done by finding

the unconstrained minimum9 of the following equation over the values for ISD (implied

standard deviation), L1 and L2.

Ņ

i�1
rV BSKT

OBS,i � pV BSKT
LOG,i pISDq � L1Q3pKiq � L2Q4pKiqs2 (9)

where

Q3pKiq � �pµ2pBqq 3
2 e

�rdT

3!
dapKiq
dBT

Q4pKiq � pµ2pBqq2 e�rdT

4!
d2apKiq
dB2

T

L1 � κ3pBq
pµ2pBqq

3
2
� κ3pAq
pµ2pBqq

3
2
� γ1pBq � γ1pAq

L2 � κ4pBq
pµ2pBqq2 �

κ4pAq
pµ2pBqq2 � γ1pBq � γ2pAq

σOBS is vector σOBS � pσp1qOBS , ..., σpNqOBSq with N entries, one for each asset. The values of

V BSKT
OBS,i come from the market smiles for each asset and we use the volatilities and strikes

coming from the 25 delta put, 25 delta call and the ATM quotes. These minimum values

are then substituted into the price equation to give a model which is calibrated to the

markets smiles for the tenor in question.

Both implementations rely heavily on the use of NAG functions both from the NAG C

Library and the NAG Numerical Routines for GPUs. The use of these functions not only

greatly eased the work load but were vital in providing optimised codes.

7 Results

7.1 Consistency Checks

In order to verify the reliability of the Edgeworth series expansion model I first per-

formed two consistency checks in the case of one underlying then extending to a bas-

ket of three underlyings. The first test verifies that in the presence of a flat smile
9Routine e04fcc in the NAG C Library
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both the Edgeworth expansion price and the Black-Scholes price correspond. I then

check that in the presence of the volatility smile I recover the correct prices for the

three input volatilities. I use the following data in all examples unless stated otherwise

S0 � 1.25617, K0 � 1.161845, KATM
1 � 1.264176, K2 � 1.356342, T � 1Y , rd � rf � 0.0,

σATM � 0.1135, σBF � 0.00398, σRR � �0.0225

Table 1: Consistency Check One - Flat Smile (σ � 11.35%)

K BS Price Edgeworth Price Smile Vol Skewness Adjustment Kurtosis Adjustment

1.161845 0.114308 0.114308 11.35% -2.38E-13 4.06E-12

1.264176 0.053116 0.053116 11.35% -2.38E-13 4.06E-12

1.356341 0.022022 0.022022 11.35% -2.38E-13 4.06E-12

From this first consistency check we see that the results are what we would expect

as the assumption of a flat smile assumes that the distribution is neither skewed nor

effected by kurtosis. We would expect to recover the same prices and volatilities from the

Edgeworth model and the traditional Black Scholes model which assumes a flat smile by

construction.

Table 2: Consistency Check Two - Recovering Volatilities

K BS Price Edgeworth Price Smile Vol Skewness Adjustment Kurtosis Adjustment

1.161845 0.120257 0.120257 12.873% -0.94602 0.25431

1.264176 0.053116 0.053116 11.35% -0.94602 0.25431

1.356341 0.019061 0.019061 10.623% -0.94602 0.25431

From the second consistency check we are able to clarify that the model is able to

recover the original data points used in the calibration process with the inclusion of the

adjustment for skewness and kurtosis.

Finally we wish to know if the smile implied from the Edgeworth model matches the

market smile. I constructed a smile from the original pillars using the techniques outlined

in this thesis. The figure below shows a comparison between this market smile and the

smile implied from implementing the model.
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Figure 3: Model Smile vs. Market Smile
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We can see from the figure that for low strikes the model’s smile closely matches

that which we observe from the market and thus the Edgeworth model appears to offer

a reliable closed form approximation for the value of a call option taking into account

the smile. However as the strike increases the model starts to underestimate the implied

volatility. However Corrado and Su (1997) state that implied volatilities from skewness-

and kurtosis-adjusted options prices are unrelated to option moneyness. They further

imply that the consequent price deviations arising from these models are also unrelated

to option moneyness and thus should not be interpreted as so.

Satisfied that the model performs well in the case of one underlying we turn to a multi-

asset basket namely with three underlyings. Firstly it must be checked that the model is

able to match the smile pillar points exactly after the optimization has been performed.

Consider three currency pairs

EURUSD tSp1q0 � 1.26122, σp1qATM � 11.6%, σp1qRR � �2.3%, σp1qBF � 0.396% , rp1qf � 0.02u,
GBPUSD tSp2q0 � 1.58716, σp2qATM � 9.15%, σp2qRR � �1.58%, σp2qBF � 0.37%, rp2qf � 0.02u
and

USDJPY tSp3q0 � 78.384, σp3qATM � 9.7%, σp3qRR � 0.1%, σp3qBF � 0.5%, rp3qf � 0.02u.
The maturity was chosen to be T � 1Y and the domestic risk-free rate rd � 0.03 for the

following set of results.
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The table below compares the Lognormal approximation (LOG), the Edgeworth model

before calibration (NO SMILE) and the Edgeworth model after calibration (SMILE) for

a variety of strike prices. Also we see the volatilities (VOL) recovered from each model.

Table 3: Consistency Check-Recreating the Market Smile

STRIKE LOG VOL NO SMILE VOL SMILE VOL

0.88794 0.08015 10.22% 0.08017 10.22% 0.08281 11.54%

0.92260 0.05489 10.22% 0.05490 10.22% 0.05641 10.77%

0.95870 0.03414 10.22% 0.03413 10.21% 0.03413 10.21%

0.99481 0.01943 10.22% 0.01942 10.21% 0.01837 9.85%

1.03236 0.00981 10.22% 0.00980 10.21% 0.00846 9.62%

From the table above we see that before calibration the Edgeworth model gives very

similar prices to the Lognormal approximation thus indicating that the skewness and

kurtosis have a minor impact on the price. The Edgeworth model prices do vary slightly

from the Lognormal approximation prices - notably they are fractionally higher in the case

of in-the-money options and slightly lower for out-of-the-money options. Turning to the

prices after calibration to the market smile we see that there is a relatively large increase

in the price for in-the-money-options and a similar decrease for out-of-the-money options

implying that the smile has a distinct impact on the prices.

Finally in order to assure ourselves that the model performs as it should after optimization

we check that the smile constructed from the Edgeworth model matches the original three

pillar points. From the figure below we can see that it does in fact do this as all pillars lie

directly on the model’s volatility smile which is what we would expect to see.
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Figure 4: Volatility Analysis
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7.2 Results

Consider the following test problem : the currency pair is EURUSD where S0 � 1.26122,

rd � 0.03, rf � 0.02, σATM � 11.6%, σRR � �2.3%, σBF � 0.395%, T � 1Y and

K � 1.2697. We wish to compare the results coming from the Monte Carlo simulation to

those from the Edgeworth series expansion. As we have already validated the Edgeworth

price for a call option I will consider this to be the true price (PRICE) and the error is

found from the difference between the true price and the models price.

Variable PRICE MC PRICE ERROR

PRICE 0.063707 0.064181 0.05%

CI { 0.063701,0.064662 }

VOL 11.69% 11.79 % 0.1%

SKEW -0.87645

KURT 0.19864

As we can see from these results that the Monte Carlo simulation performs as it

should reproducing prices similar to that of the Egdeworth series expansion price and is
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therefore a viable pricing technique. However the question remains as to whether the GPU

implementation offers the timing reductions necessary to make the model of interest to

financial institutions. Below is a table comparing the GPU with the CPU when pricing a

two asset basket option consisting of EURUSD and GBPUSD. ( Sp1q0 � 1.23882, Sp2q0 �
1.55693, w1 � 0.5, w2 � 0.5, σ1 � 0.2 , σ2 � 0.2, r1

f � 0.01, r2
f � 0.01, rd � 0.01,

ρ12 � 0.1, K � 1.397875, T � 1Y )

Table 4: CPU vs. GPU
No. SIMS GPU PRICE (CI) CPU PRICE (CI) GPU(ms) CPU (ms) RATIO

10000 0.08229
t0.07830, 0.08628u

0.08229
t0.07830, 0.08628u 44 1393 31.74x

50000 0.08300
t0.08123, 0.08478u

0.08300
t0.08123, 0.08478u 158 6917 43.60x

200000 0.08269
t0.08180, 0.08358u

0.08269
t0.08180, 0.08358u 618 33350 53.98x

500000 0.08215
t0.08159, 0.08270u

0.08216
t0.08160, 0.08272u 1954 82655 42.29x

1000000 0.08224
t0.08184, 0.08263u

0.08218
t0.08179, 0.08258u 4435 175821 39.6x

The above table shows the differences between the CPU implementation and the GPU

implementation. The ratio is given by CPUTIME/GPUTIME. The price appears to differ

between the CPU price and the GPU price when the number of simulations increases.

This is due to memory limitations on the GPU and thus the simulations must be executed

in smaller batches. This use of batching leads to an increase in timing costs on the GPU

which we can see from the table as the ratio decreases over the interval 200000 simula-

tions to 500000 simulations. Below the prices we find the 95% confidence intervals, these

decrease as the number of simulations increase which is as we would expect. From the

table we can ascertain the difference in time taken between using the CPU or the GPU

where clearly the CPU is much slower than the GPU. The interesting point to make is

that as the number of simulations increase up to the point when batching is introduced we

observe that the difference between the CPU and the GPU time increases as well. After

the introduction of batching a similar trend can also be observed. The implication of these

results is that when we must resort to Monte Carlo pricing the time advantage of using

the GPU is immense compared to the CPU and could be of great use to the financial

industry where time is of the essence.
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Finally as this thesis is centred around the pricing of basket options with smile I

will assess how the Edgeworth expansion model captures the smile. The basket consist

of three assets as follows EURUSD tSp1q0 � 1.26122, σp1qATM � 11.6%, σp1qRR � �2.3%,

σ
p1q
BF � 0.396% , rp1qf � 0.02u, GBPUSD tSp2q0 � 1.58716, σp2qATM � 9.15%, σp2qRR � �1.58%,

σ
p2q
BF � 0.37%, rp2qf � 0.02u and USDJPY tSp3q0 � 78.384, σp3qATM � 9.7%, σp3qRR � 0.1%,

σ
p3q
BF � 0.5%, rp3qf � 0.02u. The maturity was chosen to be T � 1Y , the domestic risk-free

rate rd � 0.03, K25PUT � 1.032356, KATM � 0.95850 and K25CALL � 0.887939.

Firstly I will look at how the correlation impacts on the model. I will then move on to a

discussion centred around the effects of the risk reversal on the model finishing with an

analysis of the effects of the butterfly.

Figure 5: Correlation=1
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Figure 6: Correlation=0.5
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Figure 7: Correlation=0
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Figure 8: Correlation=-0.5
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Figure 9: Correlation=-1
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The first two graphs above refer to the cases of positive correlation and we see that

the model smiles closely match those of the market. However in both cases the figures

show that the volatility is underestimated by the model for low strikes and overestimated

for high strikes. This trend is mirrored in both the case of zero correlation and negative

correlation of �0.5. Thus I conclude that this feature of the model is not due to correlation.

Most strikingly the model appears to completely fail in capturing the smile when all the

assets are perfectly anti-correlated. In order to assess this further the figure below shows

the optimization variables notably the implied volatility, the adjustment for skewness and

the adjustment for kurtosis.

Figure 10: Varying Correlation Model Variables
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It is clear from Figure 10 that the optimization clearly fails for high values of negative

correlation and this explains why we were unable to rebuild the market smile when the

correlation was set to -1.

Now I turn to the risk reversal volatility in two extreme cases. From Figures 11 and 12

we see that the model appears to flatten the market smile somewhat. Also perhaps the

most notable effect of the risk reversal is the effect it has on the skewness of the smile.

The negative risk reversal leads to a smile with positive skewness whereas the positive risk

reversal does the opposite.

Another point to mention is that for the negative risk reversal the model appears to un-

derestimate (overestimate) the volatility for low (high) strike prices whereas the positive

risk reversal has the opposite effect. Also the difference between the market and the model

appears to be more pronounced in the case of positive risk reversal.

Figure 11: RR=-0.04
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Figure 12: RR=0.04
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Figure 13 compares the optimization variables in the case of the varying risk reversal.

We see that changing the risk reversal appears only to have an impact on the adjustments

for skewness and kurtosis. We also observe that the skewness adjustment is positive for

high risk reversals and negative for the lower risk reversals which backs up the behaviour

seen in the previous graphs.
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Figure 13: Varying Risk Reversal Model Variables
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Finally we look at the effects of the butterfly as shown in the figures below

Figure 14: BF=0
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Figure 15: BF=0.01
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We see that much like the risk reversal a low (high) butterfly underestimates (overes-

timates) the volatility for low (high) strike prices. However unlike the risk reversal this

effect is more noticeable for the low butterfly rather than the higher one. Although there

are some discrepancies overall the market smile is closely matched by the model smile.

The most noticeable effect of the butterfly is its effect on the curvature of the smile and

the model appears to be able to capture and reproduce this curvature. In terms of the

distribution of the basket the kurtosis is what affects the curvature of the distribution and

Figure 16 of the optimization variables confirms our results.
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We see that the change in the butterfly has little effect on the volatility and a moderately

small effect on the skewness adjustment term and this effect is more noticeable for higher

butterflies. The most noticeable effect is the one which the butterfly has on the kurtosis

adjustment term which increases linearly as the butterfly increases. This explains why in

the case of the zero butterfly the smile appears to be linear whereas in the case of the

butterfly equal to 0.01 we see a much more pronounced smile.

Figure 16: Varying Butterfly Model Variables
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From these results I conclude that the Edgeworth expansion model is capable of suc-

cessfully capturing and reproducing the market smile. In particular it copes well with

both varying butterfly and varying risk reversal quotes. The only major drawback that

can be seen is the case of largely negatively correlated underlyings however as this is rarely

observed on the market it does not take a lot away from the viability of the model.

8 Further Work

Firstly one of the ways I propose to take this work further is the inclusion of a local

correlation model in order to remain consistent with the inclusion of the local volatility

model. Langnau (2010) explains that the assumption of a constant correlation matrix is

not sufficient to incorporate all the relevant information needed to price accurately a multi-
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asset option. He states that inaccurately modelling the correlation can lead to systematic

losses for those who trade multi-asset options especially when dealing with downward

scenarios. The author goes on to show that a state-dependent correlation matrix allows

the model to closely match the market smile by correctly capturing the skew. For further

reading on this topic please see Da Fonseca et al. (2006), Driessen et al. (2005), Reghai

(2009) and Langnau (2009).

Secondly I would like to continue the work on the GPU exploring the possible benefits

that it could offer. Many methods such as binomial trees and PDEs are unsuited to the

pricing of basket options due to the potentially large number of assets in the basket and

it would be interesting to see how these methods would perform on the GPU with the use

of parallel computations. I would also like to further expand on the Monte Carlo with a

local volatility model in particular extending the method to variance reduction techniques

such as the use of antithetic sampling and control variates. Furthermore one of the main

criticisms of Monte Carlo simulation is that the calculation of price sensitivities is too

laborious. However Giles and Glasserman (2006) develop an adjoint method to accelerate

this process and they show that not only is their model much more time efficient but it

is also able to handle large data sets and thus I think it is worth further investigation. I

would also like to investigate both the use of mixed precision programming and the timing

benefits it can offer and the use of texture memory to access the local volatilities.

Finally and perhaps the most important point to mention is the extension of the Edgeworth

series expansion model to the inclusion of negative weights. One way in which this can be

done in the presence of a flat smile is by dividing the basket into two sub-baskets which

reduces the problem of pricing a basket option to that of pricing a spread option on two

synthetic assets which are found by means of moment matching and I would like to extend

this approach to the pricing of spread options using an Egdeworth series expansion. There

is a distinct lack of literature which handles the pricing of spread options via Edgeworth

series expansion and this is one of the reason why further work into this area could be

of interest. Also baskets composed of long and short assets are of particular interest to

financial institutions due to their ability to profit from using the less volatile underlyings

to help hedge against underlyings which are considered to be riskier.

There are two main approaches that have tackled the pricing of spread options by means

of an Edgeworth series expansion. The first Van de Hoek and Korolkiewicz (2012) follows

both the work of Kirk (1995) with regards to the price of the spread option and the work

of Jarrow and Rudd concerning the Edgeworth expansion about a lognormal random
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variable. In a similar fashion to Kirk the authors show that the price of a spread option

can be shown to be

V SPRDp0q � e�rdT pEQrSp2qT �KsqEQrpGT � 1q�s (10)

where GT � S
p1q
T {pSp2qT � Kq. This is paramount to pricing a call option on GT with a

strike price of �1. However the only concern is that the moments of GT are unknown and

thus the authors suggest the use of a perturbation expansion in order to approximate the

moments of GT .

One of the concerns with using a univariate Edgeworth expansion as in the previous pro-

posed method is that a spread option is known to be a bivariate price process. Shiganov

(1986) explores the idea of a multivariate Edgeworth series expansion and it is this ap-

proach in two dimensions that Kao and Xie (2011) adopt with regards to the pricing

of spread options. The authors reduce the double integral that comes from the pricing

formula to a single integration and much like the univariate Edgeworth expansion they

derive a model with three terms where the first term is the price of the spread option.

The authors propose the use of the formulas derived in Li (2008) and Li et al. (2008)

to evaluate this first term. As before the second term accounts for the skewness and the

third term the kurtosis. The authors further expand the model to jump diffusion models

explaining that the contributions that come from the moments from which the Edgeworth

Expansion benefits from cannot be found in other numerical models such as PDEs and

Monte Carlo simulation.

9 Conclusion

In this thesis I concentrated on two smile consistent models the first of which was Monte

Carlo simulation with a local volatility model. Although this method provides a reliable

price it is computationally expensive compared to closed form approximations. This was

addressed by the introduction of the GPU which led to timings no longer being an issue.

However another issue arises with this model as Dupire’s local volatility function may not

exist as although most pricing techniques assume no arbitrage this is not strictly true

when dealing with market data and thus the local volatility function must be handled

with care to ensure correct prices. For further discussion on this subject see Fengler

(2005) who provides details of several local volatility models that do not suffer from the

same drawbacks of Dupire’s local volatility model. I then turned to the Edgeworth series

expansion model. When applied to the pricing of vanilla options the model appears to
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perform extremely well by closely reproducing the market smile. I extended this to the

pricing of basket options and the model appears to accurately replicate the basket’s smile.

For one it captures both the skewness and the kurtosis of the underlying distribution. This

means that for any tenor it is able to provide accurate prices for any given strike price.

On the other hand the model does appear to fail for extreme negative values of correlation

and although this is not ideal as the values are very unlikely to be observed on the market

I conclude that this does not affect the overall validation of the model. Furthermore the

model is easily calibrated to the market data and thus is well suited to real world financial

applications. In conclusion both models provide an accurate and versatile way to price

basket options with smile. However Monte Carlo simulation is able to handle baskets with

both positive and negative weights but it still remains computationally heavy compared

to the Edgeworth series model which remains the most viable way to price basket options

in the presence of strictly positive weights.
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11 Appendix

11.1 Local Volatility Monte Carlo GPU Code

int main ()

{

// warm up CUDA runtime

double * d_junk ;

cudaMalloc ( (void **)&d_junk , sizeof ( double ));

const int nAssets = 2;

SurfaceSpline * surfs [ nAssets ];

prepareSplines (nAssets , surfs );

int npaths = 500000;

const int ntimesteps = 360;

const double dt = T/ ntimesteps ;
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// Cholesky factorisation of C

nag_dpotrf ( Nag_ColMajor , Nag_Lower , nAssets , C, nAssets , NULL);

npaths = ( npaths /32 + 1) *32; // Ensure that npaths is a multiple of 32

int nblks = 28, nthds = 256;

gpuDriver (nblks , nthds , nAssets ,( const SurfaceSpline **) surfs , S0 , rd , rf , K, w

, C, npaths , ntimesteps , dt , gpuprice , gpuci );

return 0;

}

// Computes the implied volatility and all the necessary derivatives

__device__ void getImpliedVol ()

// Linearly extrapolate in the wings

if(x <= lamda [3]) {

theta = v_low + scaleFactor * m_low *(x- lamda [3]);

theta_K = m_low ;

theta_KK = 0;

theta_T = 0;

} else if(x >= lamda [ncap7 -4]) {

theta = v_high + scaleFactor * m_high *(x- lamda [ncap7 -4]);

theta_K = m_high ;

theta_KK = 0;

theta_T = 0;

} else {

// Interpolate with cubic splines in between market quotes

e02bcc (lamda , c_vol , x, theta , theta_K , theta_KK );

e02bcc (lamda , c_deriv , x, theta_T );

}

}

// Computes local volatility via Dupire formula

__device__ double getLocalVolSigmaSq ()

{

double T = sqrtT * sqrtT ;

double d = ( logS0 - log(K) + (rd -rf + 0.5* theta * theta )*T )/ ( theta * sqrtT );

double y = 2.0* theta_T + theta /T + 2.0*K*(rd -rf)* theta_K ;

double z = 1.0/( K* sqrtT ) + d*T* theta_K ;

z = K*K*( theta_KK - d*T* theta_K * theta_K + z*z/ theta );

double sigmasq = y/z;

if(sigmasq <0.0) {

return 1.0e -8;
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} else {

return sigmasq ;

}

}

void gpuDriver ()

{

int pathsPerThd = ceil( ( float ) nPaths /( nblks * nthds ) );

size_t shmem = sizeof ( double )* nAssets ;

dim3 grid;

grid.x = nblks ;

grid.y = nAssets ;

hide :: mcPathcalcKernel <<<grid , nthds , shmem >>>( d_lamda , d_cVols , d_cDerivs ,

d_extrapolate , d_S0 , rd , d_rf , nPaths , pathsPerThd , nTimeSteps , dt ,

d_cholRho , d_Z , d_logS );

shmem = sizeof ( double )*( nAssets + 2* nthds );

hide :: mcPayoffKernel <<<nblks , nthds , shmem >>>( nPaths , pathsPerThd , nAssets ,

d_logS , d_w , K, d_out );

// Compute payoff

price = 0.0;

ci = 0.0;

for(int b=0; b< nblks ; b++) {

price += out [2*b];

ci += out [2*b+1];

}

price = exp(-rd* nTimeSteps *dt) * price / nPaths ;

ci = exp ( -2.0* rd* nTimeSteps *dt) * ci / nPaths ;

// Variance of the payoffs

ci = (ci - price * price );

// Ci for MC estimator

ci = 3.0* sqrt(ci/ nPaths );

}

11.2 Edgeworth Model Code

Basket_Edgeworth :: Basket_Edgeworth

(

vector <double > S,

vector <double > sigma ,
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vector <double > w,

vector <vector <double > > corr ,

vector <double > rf ,

double K,

double rd ,

double T

)

{

m_gamma1_F = m_mu3_F /( pow(m_mu2_F ,(3.0/2.0) ));

m_gamma2_F = m_mu4_F /( pow(m_mu2_F ,2.0) );

m_gamma2_F = m_gamma2_F -3;

m_gamma1_A = m_mu3_A /( pow(m_mu2_A ,(3.0/2.0) ));

m_gamma2_A = m_mu4_A /( pow(m_mu2_A ,2.0) );

m_gamma2_A = m_gamma2_A -3;

m_lambda1 = m_gamma1_F - m_gamma1_A ;

m_lambda2 = m_gamma2_F - m_gamma2_A ;

}

double Basket_Edgeworth :: price ()

{

double price =0.0;

double QQ3=-pow(m_mu2_F ,(3.0/2.0) )*exp(-m_rd*m_T)* first_deriv ();

QQ3=QQ3 /(3.0*2.0*1.0) ;

double QQ4=-pow(m_mu2_F ,(2.0) )*exp(-m_rd*m_T)* second_deriv ();

QQ4=QQ4 /(4.0*3.0*2.0*1.0) ;

price = m_M1_F *exp(-m_rd*m_T)*norm(m_d1)-m_K*exp(-m_rd*m_T)*norm(m_d2);

price = price + m_lambda1 *QQ3+ m_lambda2 *QQ4;

m_price = price ;

return price ;

}

nag_opt_lsq_no_deriv (m, n, lsqfun , x, &fsumsq , fvec , fjac , tdfjac ,

&options , &comm , &fail);

Basket_Smile_Price BSP(S,w,rf ,sigma_ATM ,corr ,K[0] ,x[0] ,rd ,T,x[1] ,x[2]);
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